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ABSTRACT
The Predicting Media Memorability task in MediaEval’20 has some
challenging aspects compared to previous years. In this paper we
identify the high-dynamic content in videos and dataset of limited
size as the core challenges for the task, we propose directions to
overcome some of these challenges and we present our initial result
in these directions.
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INTRODUCTION

Since the seminal paper on image memorability by Isola et. al. [10],
there has been growing interest in building computational models
to understand and predict the intrinsic memorability of media, as
well as other subjective perceptions of media [7]. The Predicting
Media Memorability task at MediaEval is designed to facilitate and
promote research in this area by requiring task participants to develop computational approaches to generate measures of media
memorability, which in turn also helps to better understand the
subjective memorability of human cognition. Having a prediction
model of a media’s memorability also allows for interesting applications to be developed, such as techniques to enhance memorability
of images through the use of neural style transfer [14].
Continuing from the success of the previous two years [4, 5],
the MediaEval’20 Predicting Media Memorability challenge [8]
remains the same, where teams need to build prediction models
for the memorability scores from a dataset of videos with captions.
There are two types of memorability scores: short-term scores for
videos that are shown for a second time within a short timespan of
the initial viewing, and long-term scores for videos that are shown
again two to three days later. The videos making up this year’s
training dataset contain 590 videos with sound from the TRECVid
2019 Video-to-text dataset [1], compared to 8,000 soundless videos
from VideoMem [3] dataset.

2

RELATED WORK

In previous challenges, a variety of methods that utilised different data modalities were explored [2, 11, 17]. As previous works
have shown [6, 13], utilising high-level semantic features, either
extracted using deep networks or provided by human annotators
via text captions, are among the most effective methods to predict
memorability. However, the modalities and features that are most
predictive of memorability remain unclear i.e. the best approach
on last year’s challenge [2] used an ensemble of models trained on
a variety of modalities.
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3 APPROACH
3.1 Motivation
High dynamic video. The short videos used in previous years’
memorability challenges were extracted from raw professional
footage that is used for example in creating high-quality film and
commercials [3]. Consequently, the majority of videos therefore
contain only one scene and are mostly static. Conversely, the data
for this year’s 2020 challenge is extracted from the TRECVid 2019
[1] Video-to-Text dataset. These videos were collected from social
media posts and TV shows. They contain multiple scene changes
in one video, and thus are more dynamic and with more complex
movement and activity levels, as illustrated in Fig.1.

Figure 1: Histogram showing distributional differences in
Mean Magnitude of Optical Flow (amount of motion) between the VideoMem dataset used in previous years and
the MediaEval2020 dataset. The Mean Magnitude of Optical
Flow of a video was obtained by averaging the optical flow
features over all pixels in a frame and across all frames.
While previous approaches to memorability computation use
higher-semantic features, such as those extracted from deep neural
networks, text captions provided by human-annotators and humancentric features such as emotions or aesthetics, most of these features were extracted using frame-based models. In contrast, this
year’s dataset provided an unexplored challenge for methods that
can capture semantic features from highly dynamic videos.
Small size dataset. Another challenge for this year’s data set is
the limited number of annotated videos with memorability scores.
Compared to previous years, this is an order of magnitude smaller
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in size, with 590 videos in the training set and 500 videos in the test
set. A development set with an additional 500 videos was released
in the later stage of the benchmark.
Challenging benchmark. The changes to this year’s dataset made
the task considerably more challenging, as the videos used were
more dynamic thus making the extraction of high-level semantic
features more difficult, and further compounded by the limited size
of the dataset.
Motivated by these insights, we focus our work on using videolevel features to capture the dynamic in videos, and attempt to
pre-train a memorability model on a larger dataset before finetuning it on this year MediaEval’s data.

3.2

Spatiotemporal baseline

While the provided captions for each video can be used as high-level
semantic-rich features for predicting media memorability. However,
in our approach we focus on a method to extract high-level features
from raw video input, without any additional annotation.
Motivated from the fact that this year’s video is highly dynamic
as discussed above, we chose to use features extracted from C3D
[16], the only video-based method instead of frame-based model. We
used the C3D pre-extracted features provided by the task organisers
as the input for our memorability regression model.
C3D model learned spatio-temporal representation. C3D [17], short
for 3D Convolution, is among the earliest approaches to learning
generic representation from videos. Extending the 2D Convolution
operations common in most image-processing deep learning models, C3D’s homogeneous architecture composed of small 3 × 3 × 3
convolution kernels, expanding in all height, width and time dimension of videos. Trained on a generic action recognition dataset, each
video passed through C3D returns a 4096-dimension feature vector
that extracts high-level semantic features from a video segment.
Memorability Regression Model. With the extracted features via
C3D, we used a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) with two hidden
layers of 512 units followed by a Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) nonlinearity layer. To mitigate overfitting, we used Dropout [15] with
a probability of 0.1. Batch Normalisation [9] was used to normalise
the features in each batch after each layer to help optimisation. The
final model is a sequential application 3 building blocks composed
from BatchNorm, Dropout, fully-connected and ReLU activation
layers. For the final output layer, the ReLU activation is replaced
with a Sigmoid to obtain the final memorability score in the range
from 0 to 1.
There was a total of more than 2 million parameters in the model,
most belonging to the first fully-connected layer due to the large
C3D’s feature size of 4096. To minimise the effect of outliers in
ranking score, we use L1 loss instead of the standard L2 MeanSquared Error (MSE) and saw a slight improvement in convergence
speed. The model is trained for 100 epochs on the training set
and the final model was picked based on the performance on the
validation set.

3.3

Large scale Memorability Pre-training

To overcome the limited size of this year’s dataset, we used the
recently released Memento10K [12] for pre-training our model
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before fine tuning on the MediaEval challenge’s dataset. Containing 10,000 videos, the Memento10K dataset is roughly the same
size as the VideoMem [3] dataset. Moreover, videos in the Memento10K contains more action and are more similar to the new
data of this year’s challenge. Therefore we decided to focus our
large-scale pre-training approach on the Memento10K dataset and
replicate the accompanying SemNet model [12] instead of pretraining on VideoMem [3] from previous years. The SemNet model
contains three separate sub-networks to process three different
input streams: image, optical flow and video stream.
After pre-training SemNet on Memento10k data, we only retain
the video stream sub-network to fine tune on the MediaEval dataset
and discarded all other components.

4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of our runs together with this year’s mean and variance
are reported in Table 1. Due to technical issues and time constraints,
we only submitted the baseline regression model based on C3D
features and did not have the result for fine tuning SemNet on the
Memento10K [12] dataset for this year’s challenge.
Table 1: Results of our approach compared with the challenge’s statistics
Short-term

Long-term

Run

Spearman

Pearson

MSE

Spearman

Pearson

MSE

Mean
Variance

0.058
0.002

0.066
0.002

0.013
0.000

0.036
0.002

0.043
0.001

0.051
0.000

C3D

0.034

0.078

0.1

-0.01

0.022

0.09

Even with the simplest method possible, the result from our regression baseline with pre-extracted C3D features is not very far from
the mean. This support our hypothesis that spatio-temporal representation is important for this year’s dataset and the performance
can be increased with other complementary high-level features.
Future work can explore this hypothesis further by fine tuning
the entire C3D model instead of just using the pre-extracted features, or by using different models that also capture spatio-temporal
features.
On the other hand, compared to the state-of-the-art result of
0.528 [2] in last year’s challenge, the mean of the Spearman rank
correlation for all runs this year (0.058) is an order of magnitude
lower. This highlights the importance of large scale pre-training
and transfer learning techniques, and methods that can extract
high-level features from dynamic videos effectively.
We believe the direction of our solution, given the challenges
in this year’s challenge, not only shows promise but also indicates
the importance of spatio-temporal models to capture high-level
semantics of videos for memorability prediction.
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